Harnessing even a fraction of the waste heat given off by engines, boilers, and other hightemperature machines could save billions of dollars a year in energy costs. Researchers are counting on thermoelectrics-semiconductor devices that turn heat into electricity-to perform that trick. First, however, these devices must do their job much more efficiently.
Two years ago, a group led by Mercouri Kanatzidis, a chemist at Michigan State University (MSU) in East Lansing, took a huge stride in that direction by unveiling a thermoelectric semiconductor with higher energyconversion properties than any such bulk material ever invented. It was a so-called n-type material that conducts electrons. But to make real-world devices, researchers need to marry an n-type material with a p-type partner that conducts positive charges called holes. At the Baltimore, Maryland, meeting, Kanatzidis reported that his team had found just the thing-two of them, in fact.
"It's a really important piece of work," says Terry Tritt, a physicist and bulk thermoelectrics expert at Clemson University in South Carolina. Having both the n-type and p-type materials opens the door to making energy conversion devices about 50% more efficient than those on the market today. Kanatzidis has already licensed the technology to a company called Tellurex that hopes to recover waste heat from diesel truck exhausts. But because turning thermoelectrics into high-efficiency devices can require complex engineering, it's still too early to say whether they will make it to market, Tritt says.
Materials that convert heat to electricity and vice versa have been known for nearly 200 years. They work because when a semiconductor spans two different temperatures, it will move heat-and typically electrical charges-from the warm side to the cold side. Researchers harness that movement of charges to create a tiny voltage difference between electrical contacts on opposite sides. To get enough current for practical purposes, however, they must wire many such devices in a series. A simple approach is to alternate devices incorporating n-type and p-type materials so that they form a continuous path for electrons to flow along. Researchers compare thermoelectrics by measuring a property known as ZT. Today's best thermoelectrics, thin films just a few dozen atomic layers thick, have a ZT of 2.5 to 3. But such devices are costly to make and too slender to maintain the large temperature differences needed for large-scale applications, Tritt says. As a result, researchers are trying to chemically synthesize bulk quantities of thermoelectrics with high ZTs.
Kanatzidis made his record-setting n-type semiconductor from lead, antimony, silver, and tellurium; it was abbreviated LAST. That material excels thanks to a series of tiny nanosized inclusions that form during synthesis. The inclusions, Kanatzidis explains, scatter heat-carrying phonons-vibrations of the crystal lattice-as they try to pass through the material. The result is that electrons careen swiftly through while stifled phonons maintain the heat differential between the two sides of the material.
To create a p-type material, Kanatzidis and MSU colleagues Timothy Hogan and S. D. Mahanti synthesized dozens of different compounds, systematically altering the composition of silver and antimony to change the number of electrons in the mix. Doing so provided a matrix with electrical vacancies that make it p-type. And in two cases-one in which they spiked LAST with tin, and another made from silver, antimony, lead, and tellurium, which they dubbed SALT-the researchers produced thermoelectrics with ZTs of about 1.6, the highest ever for bulk p-type materials.
Kanatzidis says he and his colleagues are now trying to incorporate their n-type and p-type materials into working devices. If they and other researchers can pull it off, thermoelectrics could soon usher in a whole new scheme for increasing energy efficiency.
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Whether they're chess pieces on a board or nuts in a jar, things usually move and mix when shaken. But vibrations can cause flowing beads to "freeze" into an orderly pattern like atoms in a crystal, a pair of physicists reports. The surprising observation could lead to deeper insights into disorderly solids such as glasses, in which the atoms or molecules are locked or "jammed" into a random state because they lack the energy to reach a more orderly one. In keeping with the second law of thermodynamics, pumping energy into something usually raises its temperature and jumbles its insides. For example, heating a crystalline solid such as ice scrambles the regular pattern of atoms or molecules within it, eventually causing it to melt into a disorganized liquid. So "if you think of shaking as raising the temperature, then [the result] creates a cognitive paradox," says Jerry Gollub of Haverford College and the University of Pennsylvania.
But granular materials-in which grains, marbles, or other macroscopic objects play the role of the atoms or molecules-often defy common sense. For example, shaking beads in a can doesn't always mix them. If the beads vary in size and density, the shaking may drive the larger ones to the top (the so-called Brazil-nut effect) or the bottom (the reverse Brazil-nut effect) depending on the details of the shaking and the precise sizes and masses of the beads. Lacking a Hot prospects. Two new bulk thermoelectrics that conduct positive charges (dark blue and purple lines) rate among the best developed so far.
